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ABSTRACT
Recently, deep trackers have proven success in visual tracking

due to their powerful feature representation. Among them,

discriminative correlation filter (DCF) paradigm is widely

used. However, these trackers are still difficult to learn an

adaptive appearance model of the object due to the limited

data available. To address that, this paper proposes a two-step

augmentation discriminative correlation filters (TADCF) ap-

proach to improve robustness. Firstly, we propose an online

frame augmentation scheme to obtain rich and robust deep

features which can effectively alleviate background distrac-

tors, leading to better generalization and adaptation of the

learned model. Secondly, an object augmentation mechanism

is implemented by exploiting rotation continuity restriction,

which simultaneously models target appearance changes from

rotation and scale variations. Extensive experiments on four

benchmarks illustrate that the proposed approach performs fa-

vorably against state-of-the-art trackers.

Index Terms— Visual tracking, discriminative correla-

tion filter, frame augmentation, object augmentation

1. INTRODUCTION

Generic visual tracking is one of the challenging and funda-

mental problem in the field of computer vision and artificial

intelligence. It plays a crucial role in intelligent video surveil-

lance, virtual reality, autonomous driving, UAV monitoring,

etc. The tracking task is to predict an arbitrary object in the

subsequent frames given the target position and size in the

first frame, which may face a series of challenges, such as

rotation, scale variation, occlusion, and deformation.

In recent years, discriminative correlation filter (DCF)

based trackers have drawn great attention such as Staple [1],
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Fig. 1: Comparisons of our approach with two state-of-the-

art trackers on VOT2018. TADCF is able to predict the shape

more precise than DeepSRDCF [11], ECO [6] when object

has large transformations, e.g. rotation or scale variations.

DSST [2], SAMF [3], SRDCF [4], and BACF [5]. Most of

these trackers use handcrafted features, which impede their

robustness and accuracy. Inspired by the great success of deep

CNN in other computer vision tasks, the visual tracking com-

munity has been focus on exploiting the power of deep track-

ing. Some deep trackers such as ECO [6], DeepSTRCF [7],

LADCF [8], and UPDT [9] have provided remarkable results

on standard benchmarks [10]. However, it is still an open and

activate research area to achieve perfect tracking.

Existing trackers still suffer from the fundamental chal-

lenge [9] learning an adaptive appearance model of the objec-

t duo to the limited data available. Specifically, the lack of

training data to model the background of the target over time

will degrade the tracking performance [5]. Although some

trackers explore fusing more deep features, the limited data

is still an insurmountable gap. For another, deep CNN fea-

tures capture high-level semantics, while being invariant to

target transformations, e.g. rotation and scale variations, thus

deep trackers including deep DCF trackers do not perform

well when object appearance contains large changes.

To alleviate above problems, we propose a two-step

augmentation discriminative correlation filters (TADCF) ap-

proach, which contains two simple yet effective mechanisms,
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Fig. 2: Pipeline of the TADCF model. First, online frame augmentation is introduced into model update step to preprocess

training images before extracting feature maps, then spatial feature selection is used to obtain the selected features. Through

online frame augmentation we can extract rich and robust deep features and learn an adaptive model, which can effectively

solve the issue of modeling the background of the target due to the limited data available. On this basis, object augmentation is

introduced into target localization step to address large object appearance transformations, e.g. rotation and scale variations.

namely online frame augmentation and object augmentation.

We first develop online frame augmentation scheme to mod-

el the background of the target. In the process of extracting

deep features, we conduct several data augmentation methods

in advance, and then get the feature maps from original image

and augmented images. The discriminative power of extract-

ed features is further guaranteed by spatial feature selection.

So that, we can learn a more generalized and adaptive model.

In addition, we use object augmentation mechanism to model

target appearance variations. Observing the change of target

rotation is usually accompanied by the change of scale, we si-

multaneously estimate angle and scale variations. In this way,

the number of candidate pairs is reduced without harming the

tracking performance. The robustness is further considered

by introducing the rotation continuity restriction. The pro-

posed approach can precisely predict the shape when object

appearance has large transformations, as shown in Fig. 1.

The main contributions of this paper are threefold: 1) We

develop an online frame augmentation scheme to facilitate

the model generalizability. In this way, the dilemma between

adaptive model and limited data is alleviated to some extent.

2) An object augmentation mechanism is proposed to han-

dle large object appearance transformations for robust visual

tracking. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work

to jointly consider rotation and scale variations in deep DCF

tracker. 3) Extensive experiments show the proposed tracker

achieves remarkable performance against state-of-the-arts.

2. RELATED WORK

The limited data in generic visual tracking is serious, where

object is identified solely by a rectangle in the first frame.

Using existing data, by flipping, blurring, rotating, and other

data processing methods, more images can be created, there-

by improving the adaptation and generalization ability of the

tracking model. MOSSE [12] has used augmented gray-scale

image samples to train correlation filters. DaSiamRPN [13]

introduces motion blur into the data augmentation. Recent

UPDT [9] explores the effect of different data augmentation

techniques on both deep features and shallow features.

Deep features have been widely used in DCF trackers to

boost their performance. DeepSRDCF [11] exploits shallow

CNN features in a spatially regularized DCF framework. C-

COT [14] solves the problem of training in continuous spatial

domain. ECO [6] reduces the dimensions of the convolution-

al layer filter in the CNN features. However, deep features

are usually invariant to image transformations [9, 15], such

as in-plane rotation and scale variation. Recently, in order to

improve the accuracy of tracking, some works try to exploit

rotation estimation. Such as RAJSSC [15] simultaneously es-

timates angle and scale in Log-Polar domain, Siam-BM [16]

performs angle estimation and spatial masking in siamese-

based tracker. Inspired by recent temporal consistency pre-

serving spatial feature selection model [8], we propose online

frame augmentation and object augmentation to further im-

prove the performance of deep DCF tracker.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we present our TADCF approach for dealing

background distractors and large object appearance transfor-

mations based on deep DCF tracker. To this end, we first

introduce the formulation of our TADCF approach, after that

discuss the online frame augmentation scheme, and then de-
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scribe the object augmentation mechanism in details. The

pipeline of proposed TADCF model is illustrated in Fig. 2.

We crop a training image L2 times larger than the bound-

ing box of the target from current frame. In the first training

image, we use online frame augmentation to augment image

and extract initializing feature maps, after that perform spa-

tial feature selection [8], and then use the selected features to

initialize the discriminative correlation filters w [5]. In sub-

sequent training images, online frame augmentation is used to

update the learned filters. In object augmentation, candidate

patches are obtained from target patch according to rotation

and scale variations, then the target prediction is the region

with the largest detection score of the response map.

3.1. Formulation

Let x = [x1,x2, ...,xn2 ] denote the feature maps of image

samples with the size of n×n, and y = [y1,y2, ...,yn2 ] are

the Gaussian shaped labels. The essence of spatial feature se-

lection is spatial regularization, and temporal consistent con-

straints is temporal regularization. So, the proposed TADCF

model can be equivalently formulated as,

argmin
w
‖w�x−y‖22+λ1‖w‖1+λ2 ‖w−wmodel‖22 (1)

where� is the convolution operation,λ1 andλ2 are tuning pa-

rameters and λ1�λ2, w is the estimate filter and wmodel is

the template filter. Here, ‖w‖1 and ‖w−wmodel‖22 represent

the spatial regularizer, and temporal regularizer, respectively.

We first use online frame augmentation (as in Sect. 3.2) to

preprocess the training image samples before extracting the

feature maps in model update step. Then, we adopt spatial

feature selection to select several specific elements in the filter

w∈Rn2×1 as following,

argmin
w,φ

‖w�x−y‖22+λ1‖w‖1
s.t. w=wφ=diag(φ)w

(2)

where diag(φ) represents the diagonal matrix of the selected

features φ. Considering the multi-channel feature represen-

tations, such as deep features, we denote the multi-channel

input as x = {x1,x2, ...,xD} and the corresponding filters

as w = {w1,w2, ...,wD}, where D is the number of chan-

nels. xi = [x1
i , x

2
i , ..., x

M2

i ]T represents the ith channel, the

spatial size of feature map is M×M , and the jth spatial fea-

ture element in the ith channel represents as xj
i . The objective

function in Eq.(1) can be extended to multi-channel features,

argmin
w

D∑
i=1

‖wi�xi−y‖22 + λ1

∥∥∥∥∥
√

D∑
i=1

wi ·wi

∥∥∥∥∥
1

+λ2

D∑
i=1

‖wi−wmodel i‖22
(3)

where · denotes the Hadamard product. The TADCF mod-

el can be efficiently solved using the Alternating Direction

Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [5]. Accordingly, the aug-

mented Lagrangian function can be expressed as,

L=
D∑
i=1

‖wi�xi−y‖22+λ1

∥∥∥∥∥
√

D∑
i=1

w′
i ·w′

i

∥∥∥∥∥
1

+λ2

D∑
i=1

‖wi−wmodel i‖22+ μ
2

D∑
i=1

∥∥∥wi−w′
i+

ηi

μ

∥∥∥2
2

s.t. w = w′

(4)

where μ is the penalty parameter and h={η1,η2, ...,ηD} are

the Lagrange multipliers. Then the ADMM algorithm can be

applied to alternatingly update w, w′ and h,⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ŵi=argmin
wi

‖ŵ∗i · x̂i−ŷ‖22+λ2 ‖ŵi−ŵmodel i‖22
+ μ

2

∥∥∥ŵi−ŵ′
i +

η̂i

μ

∥∥∥2
2

w′=argmin
w′

λ1

M2∑
j=1

∥∥∥w′j
∥∥∥
2
+ μ

2

M2∑
j=1

∥∥∥wj−w′j+ ηj

μ

∥∥∥2
2

h=h+μ(w−w′)
(5)

where the hat denotes the frequency domain, ∗ represents the

complex conjugate. Once the solution w to Eq.(3) is obtained,

the updating of DCF model can then be obtained through the

updating rule expressed as,

wmodel=(1−γ)wmodel+γw (6)

where γ denotes the updating rate.

3.2. Frame Augmentation

Frame augmentation is used to preprocess images for extract-

ing rich and robust deep features, so that the learned model

can obtain high adaptive power in the presence of background

distractors. The proposed frame augmentation consists of dif-

ferent data augmentation methods that can alleviate the prob-

lem of limited data. However, the usual practice of data aug-

mentation is to train a model offline with a large amount of

data, which requires very high quality and quantity of data,

but the effect of a trained model on another particular video

will be greatly reduced. Therefore, offline data augmentation

is not optimal for visual tracking.

Different from many previous method, this paper propos-

es online frame augmentation (as shown in Fig. 2), which uses

different data augmentation techniques before extracting deep

features to get rich and robust features, and then synthesizes

the features from training image and augmented images to

obtain the final feature maps. We perform the following data

augmentation methods, represented as Transform A, Trans-

form B, Transform C, etc:

Color Jittering: Randomly change the original saturation

and brightness of the image in the HSV color space.

Blur: Use Gaussian blur for the original image.

Flip: The original image is flipped horizontally.

Rotation: Rotate image at different angles from−45◦ to 45◦.
Shift: Shift of n pixels in horizontal and vertical directions.
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3.3. Object Augmentation

Object augmentation is employed to enhance the performance

when object appearance has large changes. The change of

target angle is usually accompanied by the change of scale.

So, we can simultaneously address angle and scale variation-

s. The proposed object augmentation mechanism (as shown

in Fig. 2) enumerates some possible angles and increases the

number of angle for adapting the object appearance transfor-

mations. Supposed that the choice of angle is K, the choice of

scale variation is G, we have K×G possible combinations. In

order to reduce the choice of combinations without damaging

the performance of the proposed tracker, we can change the

properties (angle or scale variation) of the tracked target only

one each time. Thus, the number of candidate combinations

is reduced from K×G to N=K+G−1.

Given the template filter wmodel, the tracking process of

DCF model is to find the optimal candidate that maximises

the discriminate function in the current frame as following,

argmax
xi

f(xi;wmodel)=argmax
xi

wmodel � xi (7)

where the candidate samples are usually generated by dif-

ferent scales around tracking result in previous frame, i.e.

xi = xi(xi, yi, si), (xi, yi) is the target location, si is the

scale factor. However, our TADCF approach proposes objec-

t augmentation mechanism in target localization step to ad-

dress different object appearance variations. In other word-

s, we simultaneously consider angle and scale variations, i.e.

xi=xi(xi, yi, ai, si). So, the Eq.(7) can be rewritted as,

argmax
xi

f(xi;wmodel)+g(xi) (8)

where g(xi) is the object appearance detection score. We at-

tempt to find the most credible target prediction (x, y, a, s),
given the detection score Ra,s of candidate patches xi =
(xi, yi, ai, si), (i=1, 2, ..., N) as following,

(xi,yi,ai,si)=argmax
xi

g(xi)=arg max
x,y,a,s

Ra,s (9)

where (xi, yi) denotes the center of the tracked target, ai
denotes the target angle and si represents the scale factor.

We force that ai = 0 (no angle change) when si �= 1 (scale

change), and ai �= 0 when si=1.

Generally, the change of object angle is continuous. In

other words, the target rotation could not exceed a predefined

threshold between two successive frames. We denote the ab-

solute value of the target angle change between the i−1th

frame and the ith frame by Δa , where Δa = |ai−ai−1| .

Then, the target angle change score is determined by,

Ta=

{
0.75, Δa<Thra
0.25, Δa≥Thra

(10)

Considering the target angle change score Ta , the Eq.(9)

can be rewritted as following,

(xi,yi,ai,si)=argmax
xi

g(xi)=arg max
x,y,a,s

λcTaRa,s (11)

Fig. 3: Precision plots and Success plots on OTB2015 dataset

using one-pass evaluation.

Fig. 4: EAO scores on VOT2016.

where λc is the angle change penalty factor.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Implementation Details

We provide a comprehensive evaluation of TADCF on OT-

B2015, VOT2016, VOT2017, and VOT2018. We apply HOG,

Color-Names, and ResNet50 (the 4th layer) as features. L is

set to 5. The λ1 and λ2 are set to 1 and 15, respectively. The

penalty parameter μ is set to 1. The updating rate γis set to

0.13. We set the number of angle as K =5, and the number

of scale as G=5. The threshold Thra is 45◦. The parameter

λc is set to 0.83. In Eq.(9), we first fix target location (xi, yi)
and scale si, and then calculate the corresponding detection

score Ra,s by rotating angle ai of the candidate region xi.

Our tracker is implemented on Matlab2017a with MatCon-

vNet and all experiments are executed on a PC with a 2.9GHz

CPU. The average speed of TADCF is 1.1 FPS.

4.2. Results on OTB2015

The OTB2015 benchmark is one of the most widely used

dataset in evaluating trackers, which contains 100 challeng-

ing videos. We evaluate TADCF with numerous state-of-the-

art methods including ECO [6], ECO-HC [6], CCOT [14],

MDNet [17], SiamRPN [18], SA-Siam [19], SRDCF [11],

DeepSRDCF [11], and LADCF [8]. The precision plots and

success plots of one path evaluation are shown in Fig. 3. The

area under curve (AUC) and mean distance precision (DP) are

summarized in Table 1. It shows that our TADCF achieves the

best AUC score 0.718 and the best DP score 0.916.
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Table 1: Comparisons with the state-of-the-art trackers on OTB2015 in terms of AUC and DP scores.

Trackers SRDCF DeepSRDCF SiamRPN ECO-HC SA-Siam CCOT MDNet ECO LADCF TADCF

DP 0.789 0.851 0.850 0.856 0.864 0.898 0.909 0.910 0.906 0.916
AUC 0.598 0.635 0.636 0.643 0.656 0.671 0.677 0.700 0.707 0.718

Fig. 5: EAO scores on VOT2017.

Fig. 6: EAO scores on VOT2018. The gray horizontal line

indicates the average performance of fourteen trackers, which

are denoted by gray circle in the bottom part of the graph.

4.3. Results on VOT Datasets

Results on VOT2016. There are 60 challenging videos on

VOT2016. The EAO curve evaluated on VOT2016 is pre-

sented in Fig. 4, and 70 other state-of-the-art trackers are

compared. We have added three recent algorithms: ECO [6],

ECO-HC [6], and LADCF [8]. The final result shows TAD-

CF ranking 1st according to EAO score, outperforming the

LADCF by relative 6%, outperforming the winner tracker (C-

COT) [14] on VOT2016 by relative 27.2%.

Results on VOT2017. For the evaluation on VOT2017, Fig. 5

reports the results of ours against 51 other state-of-the-art

trackers with respect to the EAO score, here only listed prat

of results. To further verify the performance of TADCF, we

add several newly proposed trackers: UPDT [9], LADCF [8],

SiamRPN [18], and DaSiamRPN [13]. TADCF ranks first

with an EAO score of 0.409, which significantly outperforms

the winer tracker (LSART) [21] with a relative gain of 26.6%.

Our approach is based on DCF model, which is theoretically

very simple, powerful and is also easy to follow.

Results on VOT2018. Our experiments contain all 72 state-

Table 2: Comparisons with the state-of-the-art trackers in

terms of EAO, Accuracy, and Robustness on VOT2018.

Trackers EAO Accuracy Robustness

CCOT [14] 0.267 0.494 0.318

ECO [6] 0.280 0.484 0.276

DeepSTRCF [7] 0.345 0.523 0.215

UPDT [9] 0.378 0.536 0.184

SiamFC [20] 0.188 0.503 0.585

SA-Siam-R [10] 0.337 0.566 0.258

SiamRPN [18] 0.383 0.586 0.276

LADCF [8] 0.389 0.503 0.159

TADCF 0.403 0.537 0.124

of-the-art trackers on VOT2018. Fig. 6 shows the ranking re-

sults in terms of EAO, from which we can observe that TAD-

CF outperforms the top performer (LADCF). For the sake of

presentation clarity, we only show some top ranked trackers

for evaluation. In Table 2, we list the EAO, Accuracy and Ro-

bustness of TADCF, DeepSTRCF [7], CCOT [14], ECO [6],

UPDT [9], LADCF [8], SiamFC [20], SA-Siam-R [10], and

SiamRPN [18]. SiamRPN obtains best Accuracy score be-

cause that region proposal network (RPN) [18] benefits local-

ization accuracy. While our TADCF ranks 1st in EAO and

Robustness. The top performance can be attributed to frame

augmentation and object augmentation in our approach.

4.4. Ablation Study

Here, we conduct ablation analysis of our tracker TADCF

on VOT2015 benchmark. With different experimental set-

tings, we obtain the following four variants of our tracker,

which are respectively named as “Baseline”,“Baseline+F ”,

“Baseline+O”, and “TADCF”. “Baseline” is the baseline

tracker with no online frame augmentation and object aug-

mentation. We adopt the character “F ”, “O” to denote online

frame augmentation and object augmentation, respectively.

The results of different variants are described in Table 3.

First, the baseline tracker cannot achieve more satisfying

performance (0.379 in EAO, 0.558 in Accuracy, and 0.183

in Robustness). Second, the effectiveness of frame augmen-

tation can be verified comparing “Baseline+F ” with “Base-

line”, which contributes to the relative performance gains

of 4.2%, 1.6% in EAO and Accuracy, relative reduction of

14.2% in Robustness. Third, the effectiveness of object aug-

mentation can be validated by comparing “Baseline+O” with
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Table 3: Ablation study of our approach.

Trackers Baseline Baseline+O Baseline+F TADCF

EAO 0.379 0.388 0.395 0.434
Accuracy 0.558 0.561 0.567 0.573
Robustness 0.183 0.164 0.157 0.132

“Baseline”. Finally, we can observe that “TADCF” improves

the “Baseline” by relative gains of 14.5%, 2.7% in EAO and

Accuracy, relative reduction of 27.9% in Robustness.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a two-step augmentation DCF-

based tracker to learn an adaptive appearance model of the

object with limited data available. To alleviate background

distractors, we perform online frame augmentation to im-

prove generalizability and adaptability of the learned model.

For addressing large object transformations, we use object

augmentation simultaneously modeling target appearance

changes from rotation and scale variations. The effectiveness

of our approach is validated on OTB and VOT datasets.
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